Buenos Aires Province Duck Hunt

About Buenos Aires

M

onte Laguna and San Juan are located west of the city of Buenos Aires surrounded by millions of acres of farmland,
spotted with ponds and small shallow lakes, which provide ideal waterfowl habitat. Trek Safaris is proud to work with

brother’s Cano and Cane St. Antonin, who have over 30 years experience guiding hunters and fisherman on a trip of a lifetime.

T

rek Safaris and the St. Antonin Brothers have
been working together for 15 years and from the

mountains and streams of Patagonia to the fields of
the Buenos Aires Province, Four Seasons Outfitters
has an option for the outdoor enthusiast. Both Monte
Laguna and San Juan have an established following in the
waterfowl community and you owe it to yourself to pay
them a visit.

W

ith over 11 different species in the area, the number
of ducks dropping into your decoys each morning is

staggering. Each location and blind is constructed to suit the
environment, whether it is set in the water or on land your guide
will have the blind set, decoys out and your gun ready for each
hunt. The morning hunts will begin before daylight and the
ducks will fly until mid morning, where the afternoon hunt lasts
from about four o’clock until sundown.

M

onte Laguna is a traditional Estancia with six bedrooms,
large living area and dining room to accommodate ten

hunters. San Juan is a three story Estancia with five bedrooms
and was originally constructed pre-1900. The large bedrooms,
towering ceilings and wood floors have been restored and offer

traveling wingshooter of today has come to expect as well

a unique lodge setting surrounded by the best duck hunting in

as the famous Argentine beef and a wonderful selection of

the province. Each lodge offers the modern amenities that the

wine from the cellar.

Getting There

T

he best way to reach either San Juan or Monte Laguna is a flight from the USA to Buenos Aires. Multiple carriers offer
this overnight flight from a number of US cities daily. From Buenos Aires you will be met by a Trek representative and

transferred to the lodge.
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